
You have come across 
a mother jaguar feeding her
 young.If you do not have 
a shotgun, decrease your

 health level.



You have encountered a 
swarm of West Nile-
infected mosquitoes.  If 
you do not have insect 
repellent, decrease your 

health level.  



You forgot to shake out 
your shoes before you 
put them on.  A scorpion 
was hiding in them and 
it bit you. Decrease your 

health level.



You were bathing in a 
stream and a piranha bit 
you. If you do not have a first 
aid kit, decrease your health 

level.



You sprained your ankle 
on a rock.  If you do not 
have an ace bandage, 
decrease your health 

level.



Your journey has caused 
your feet to blister.  If you do 
not have a first aid kit, 
decrease your health level



Heavy rainfall has soaked 
your shoes and socks.  You 
have acquired trench foot.  If 
you do not have an extra 
pair of socks, decrease your 

health level.



A branch has fallen on you 
while you were asleep.  
Luckily you only suffered a 
minor concussion.  Decrease 

your health level



You were unable to provide 
yourself shelter at night and 
a venomous spider bit you.  
Decrease your health level.



You accidently touched a 
poison ivy leaf.  Decrease 
your health level.



The beetles you ate were 
parasitic.  Decrease your 

health level.



The wild mushroom you ate 
was toxic and you experi-
enced a lot of stomach pain.  
Decrease your health level.



You have been 
unsuccessful in finding 
any edible vegetation, 
decrease your food level 

by one.



You encountered a wild pig and 
chased him around for a lengthy 
period of time.  However, you 
have lost your bearings during 
the chase, if you do no have a 
signaling mirror or compass 
decrease you food level by one.



While searching for food 
you have strayed far from 
the path that heads down 
the mountain, if you do 
not have a signaling mirror 
to contact help, decrease 
your health level by one.



You have passed a 
plethora of berry 
bushes, increase your 
food level by one.



A near by stream is heavily 
populate with large fish, you 
have misplaces your fishing 
pole but luckily a local 

villager left behind a sharp-
ened stick, increase your 
food level by one.



You have come across 
a fig tree, increase your 
food level by one.



Having avoided a quickly 
approaching starvation, 
you found scraps of 
meat a local villager left 
behind, increase your 
food level by one.



Bananas have fallen 
from a tree and you 
were lucky enough to 
find them before losing 
them to the monkeys, 
increase your food level 

by one.
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